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This thesis studies design methods adopted for an online platform in the remote
environment for a startup. Motivated by the commercial needs at the case company,
the project aims to design an online community with better novice user experience
in the remote environment where there are only limited resources.
The development team in the case company consists of one project manager, three
developers and one UX/UI designer, me. Our objective is to build an online
community for photographers and also commercial website where individuals could
book photographers as well.
The design process mainly follows the model of user interface design process
addressed by M.L.Wong and C.W.Khong but was revised to some extent because
of the remote environment and resources limitation. It can be divided into three
aspects: Preliminary research, prototype session and the final evaluation part.
The presented work studied the selection and implementation of several design
methods of an online platform design in the remote and startup context. The
design was approved and praised by the whole team and would be online soon.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Scope
This thesis aims to study and find solutions for how to design better novice user
experience of closed platforms. Closed platforms are platforms with large amount
of ICT investment but less amount of collaboration. The context star ted with a
project of start-up whose focus was a closed platform where customers could seek
photographers, furthermore, it was a community for photographers. I was in a
team of the company, and this team was composed by five people, namely a project
manager, a UX/UI designer-me, two front-end developers, a back-end developer. I
was responsible for the comprehensive design process of the commercial platform,
while I would still discuss and reach an agreement with other members of the team
in some phases.

In the wake of the growing number of mobile phones and various services connected
to them, platforms are becoming increasingly popular in business and academia. The
basis of platform initially comes from ICT (Shapiro & Varian, 1999) that technology
platforms began with Intel and its microchips, besides, its core function is to provide
ground for software. There are various classification methods of platforms, some are
based on the number of participating groups (Evans & Hagiu, 2005) like one-sided,
two sided or multi-sided. While others are based on interaction methods (Eisenmann,
2008) among participants, for instance, proprietary, licensing, joint venture and
shared platforms.

Here I follow the classification in terms of ICT investment and the amount of
collaboration there (Smedlund, 2012). Platforms can be divided into four types-lead
platforms, open platforms, closed platforms and internal platforms. Here the goal
for my project is a closed platform as it is a commercial website where only selected
participants like photographers or customers are welcomed, leading to a low amount of
collaboration. Then ICT investment is of significant importance for the project as it is
actually an online community, moreover it has to serve the property of photographers
well and be designed to activate the collaboration between photographers there.
Therefore, our focus is a closed platform as well as a combination of an online
community and commercial websites.

1.2 Research question
This study was conducted during the coronavirus period and the early stage of a
project at a start-up. My research question is: how to develop the design process of
designing novice user experience of closed platforms in the remotely environment
effectively? That means I was investigating 1. What is the optimal design process
for designing a closed platform for novice users in a remote working environment? 2.
How to develop the design process more effective with limited time and resources in
a start-up?

The process was to choose one well-proven design process and then revise it based
on two conditions: remote environment and limitation of time and resources. The
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goal is to go through the whole design process and come up with the final website
which is user-friendly for novice users and meets the demands of the startup. The
website will be implemented further by our team and be online soon in the future.

Academic motivation: Current research mainly focuses on different areas of online
communities or merely commercial websites, like e-commerce. However, there are
not enough research about a platform which is not only an online community but
also a commercial website before. Thus, I aim to find a suitable design process that
satisfied the increasing demands of this specific area and implementation guidelines
for website design practice.

Business motivation: The goal of choosing this topic was grounded in my personal
internship journey. While working for the company, I kept asking myself the question
that with limited time and resources, how can I define a better design process which
is more effective for startups. Moreover, under the coronavirus situation, traditional
design process are not that applicable as we need to do all things remotely. Thus, I
aim to find a more suitable design process and apply it into practice in the context
of a project of a startup in the remote working environment.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Closed platforms
Starting with the technology platform, platforms has gained popularity in the mobile
phone era and has expanded to a service of business. Smedlund & Faghankhani
(2015) proposed that there are common features for all the successful platforms. The
first one is that different participants of the platform will cooperate together so as to
create value, and the second one is a platform is composed of different components,
which can run independently, like marketplace, and groups in facebook. The third is
the combination of different components can contribute to the whole platform. The
last one is its growth by building upon other components or combining with other
systems.

There is no clear classification of different platforms yet. Evans & Hagiu (2005)
categorized it based on the number of participant groups, one-sided, two sided or
multi-sided. One sided-platform are wearable devices or GPS which would only
transfer your data to the platform without any other interaction. Two sided platforms
include real estate, magazines where you would make purchases with someone. Multi-
sided platforms include all social media platforms where you would communicate
with all different people.

According to whether components are integrated into the platform without
the platform owner specifically choosing it, platforms are divided into closed or
open ones by Chesbrough. But what I mentioned as closed platforms adopted the
definition developed by Smedlund (2012), they are platforms with large amount
of ICT investment but less amount of collaboration. The platform owner decides
whether the participant can join the platform and only part of participants are
selected and given access to join in. Compared with open platforms with high
amount of collaboration, it is not open for every participant groups, while it still
requires high ICT investment, so as to satisfy different participants’ needs and the
growth of the platform.

2.2 Online communities
Compared with communities, online communities is not only a community on the
Internet but also one place where people would interact with each other and establish
close relationships there (Rheingold and Howard, 2000). Later Lakhani and Hippel
(2003) defined it as one place where people would share knowledge and make con-
tributions to each other. In 2013, Alonso and Cabreizo acknowledged it as a place
where people would gather together based on the same interests and which would
be guided on the basis of some rules. Thus, online communities is the place on the
Internet where people gather together based on some rules and get improvements.

Like communities, online communities also have some principles which members
are supposed to follow. The first one is they mainly have different entry barriers,
some might welcome all people to join without any requirements while others would
require various documents or some recommendations from other members(West,
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2003; Boudreau, 2010; Jansen et al., 2012). The second one is transparency and
opening(Boudreau and Hagiu, 2009) like its content isn’t open to the public or it
would have limitations on the number of its members which would increase the
reputation of the platform but discourage users from participating in the community
as well.

Then what is the major factor of building a successful online community? First,
we need to define which stage is the community at as successful factors may vary
among different stages of one community. Andrews (2002) suggested that there
exists three stages for one community: start of the online community, early online
interaction encouragement, and shift to a self-sustained interactive environment. As
our case project focuses on the newcomers and early stage of one platform, starting
the online community and encouraging interaction are our central issues:

For starting the community, creators are supposed to have a clear objective or
goal of the community first, for instance, it is for people with similar interests like
swimming or reading. And this purpose needs to be written in the online community
interface in (Hummel and Lechner, 2002).Next creators must decide on users’ need
which they will satisfy and identify characteristics of them. For instance, if the
community aims to gather people for swimming. Then they might decide on people’s
needs to find friends of the same level to practice together and their target users are
those who are now at the entry level and want to find friends to practice together.
Also regulations need to be established clearly to resolve possible conflicts like which
kind of content or behaviors are prohibited inside the community and if it happens
which punishment will be implemented.

The second goal of our community is to encourage people to be more active.
Wasko and Faraj (2005) proposed that the top priority is to build mutual trust

inside the community. This trust can facilitate the cooperation level by reducing the
risk of one situation where the knowledge provider would not take any advantage of
their contributions. It is ideal to encourage collective commitment, which contributes
to a duty of helping fellow members through knowledge contribution. But normally
the practical method is to provide a point reward system and these points are an
indicators of the quality of the knowledge contributions each member provides.

2.3 Commercial websites
Commercial websites can be divided into two categories: the first one is firm-
hosted commercial online communities that are hosted by organizations or companies
for commercial purposes. The second one is websites where commercial transactions
are conducted, also known as e-commerce, which refers to the transaction of goods
and services through electronic communications like amazon or wish. What I focus
on this thesis is the latter one, a commercial website where customers could find
suitable photographers and pay for their photo shoots. Thus what I mentioned later
as commercial websites are websites where commercial transactions happen.

As commercial website is a place on the Internet where commercial transactions
are conducted, customers would always have concerns about the safety of it compared
with offline transactions. Jarvenpaa and Todd (2008) categorize customers’ concerns
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about commercial websites into four aspects:
Product information like the quality or price of the products is what customers

concern about. They might be worried if the price is higher than the ones on the
market or it is of low-quality or indeed a real fake one.

Shopping experience is a big problem remains to be solved. In physical stores,
staff will help you whenever you encounter problems and ensure you a pleasant
shopping experience. However, it is difficult to guarantee the content of some online
websites and their accessibility.

Customer service is a major concern facing customers. As all the communication
and purchase will be done online through websites, responsiveness and reliability
of the customer service from the company are destined to be question marks. For
instance, If I asked something about one product online, no one can make sure
customer service will respond me immediately.

Consumer risk is also an important aspect. Without real stores and staff there,
customers would be concerned about the risks during the transaction stage, such as
the economic risk that they cannot get their money back if they cancel the orders,
and the privacy risk that customers’ personal information will be leaked.

Thus what is the key point of dealing with these concerns and establishing a
successful commercial website? Zhang and von Dran (2001) conclude that navigability
and precise information are aspects being valued positively by users and need to
be ensured first, while Palmer (2002) affirms that accessibility, the content is the
most essential for one website. Here navigability refers to the usability and ease of
use which company must offer in its website design, precise information means that
information should be trustworthy to users, accessibility refers to the quality of a
website in terms of its ease of identification and access to its users, content quality
evaluates the relevance and authenticity of the information provided by companies
on their websites. Here I care more about navigability and content of one website
because In the starting phase of a website, it is necessary to make sure it is convenient
to use and it can provide useful information for users, so as to attract and keep them
there.

2.4 UX design
Three main components of user experience are named by the existing definitions
within HCI name (ISO F±DIS 9241-210:2009): emotion which is the consequence
of a user’s internal state towards different products, motivation which is motivates
users to do certain things and reflection which is users’ attitudes after the usage of
some products.

UX is of vital importance on the ground that it can help professionals to judge
the design of products and according to Mahlke(2012) these qualities can be classified
in terms of utility, usability, visual attractiveness and hedonic quality. As defined
by Nielsen(1993), utility refers to the degree of the system functionality to be
met according to users’ needs. Usability describes the extent to which a product
can be used by users to achieve some specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction(ISO 9241-11, 1998). Visual Attractiveness is the interface which
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can satisfy users’ demands and decide the motivation for them to use it or not.
Hedonic quality comes from users’ feelings and emotions toward the product which
is more related to intrinsic value rather than aesthetic features or functionality
(Tractinsky,2005).

There are numerous design methods which can help ensure the favorable UX
of products and in this thesis I mainly follow the design methods addressed by
M.L.Wong, C.W.Khong, H.Thwaites(2012):

The first step is to decide my design project brief introduction, in other words,
to outline the most important issues regarding the current project that we
should handle first. The whole process is first to define the brief introdution, then
to understand client’s needs as well as our internal and external resources.

The second step is to do benchmarking and conduct market research which are
the processes of knowing about the market needs and comparing some existing
similar products on the market, from some aspects like usability, interface design,
the number of users and so on.

The term benchmarking involves the process of comparing similar products so as
to identify best practices and generate ideas for improvement(PMBOK 2013, p.116).
While Garnett & Pickrell(2020) also assert that benchmarking is “a continuous
process of establishing critical areas of improvement within one product” which is
similar to the previous definitions before and also it is the process of how others can
learn from best practices to improve their own approaches.

For the market research, I adopted the methods which is described in the chapter
4 of the book “A Methodology for Performance Measurement and Peer Comparison
in the Public Transportation Industry (2010).” The first step is to choose performance
measures and the next step is to establish a peer group among which to select several
competitors for analysis purpose. After it, designers should act as an UX expert to
go through each aspect of the main competitors we have chosen and then come up
with relative features and problems.

The third step is to conduct user analysis and build user profiling based on it.
Designers are supposed to identify their target users before the design process. Based
on the analysis, they need to create user profile which is a virtual person but with
real characteristics, interests, cultural beliefs, gender, social groups and lifestyle,
in this way, designers get to understand users better.

User interview is a method for users to collect users’ data as it possesses high
efficiency and effectiveness. It can be divided into quantitative or qualitative ones.
Qualitative research is a conversation where questions are asked to elicit informa-
tion(Paterson & Lindsay, 2000). The interviewer is usually a professional or trained
researcher who poses questions to the interviewee. During the process, an alternating
series of brief questions and answers are conducted. It can be structured that the
interviewers can absolutely collect data based on the questions they have prepared,
or semi-structured in which interviewers can choose to go deeper where they find
something interesting to explore in depth. Quantitative ones are usually based on
questionnaires for which users would give grades or choose agree or disagree with
some statements.

The fourth step is to clarify my concept and idea of the project. For the purpose
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of discussing with other team member or simply helping yourself clarify your mind,
it is necessary to use the form of sketch, wireframe or other presentation techniques
to visualize your ideas and figure out how users would interact with the products in
your minds.

Actually in this step users would choose to use prototypes to clarify their ideas.
Prototype is defined by Erickson,T (1995) and it is the representation of a design
idea with the preparation of some physical or merely digital objects. Then the main
focus is to choose the right kind of more focused prototype to build and communicate
its limited purposes with its various audiences(Houde,1993). There are different
kinds of audiences designers need to use prototypes to deal with, the intended users,
design teams, the supporting organizations (Erickson,1995).

The last is the evaluation and feedback session when designers gauge user feed-
backs and iterate their product based on the testing session of the low fidelity, wire-
frame models, and high fidelity. It is expected that the design team should have
either a working prototype like screen simulation or just some static prototypes with
the guidance and help from designers. As this is an essential part of the thesis, I will
totally discuss it in more detail in the next session.

2.5 Usability evaluation methods
The relationship between UX evaluation and usability evaluation is intertwined as
both of them are used to find out how users perceive a system or a product. The
main difference is that usability evaluation focuses on task performance which is
objective while UX evaluation turn to live performance which is more subjective and
hard to access (Kaye, 2007). Usability evaluation was first raised and then has gained
popularity since about 1990 as a way to check the usability of the user interfaces
(Nielsen, 1995).

Evaluation is usually carried out by those usability experts with a special qualifica-
tion in the field of UX design. However, usually other people equipped with relevant
expertise can also perform the role of usability evaluation like designers,developers,
end users or other professionals who possess specific knowledge in UX (Nielsen &
Mack, 1994).

Usability evaluation methods differ by many factors: Some of them rely on
feedbacks gained from end users of the system like usability testing while others
are performed by professionals in the field to act like real users of the product like
Heuristic Evaluation or cognitive walkthrough. In this thesis, I select and analyze
the following UX inspection methods: Cognitive walkthrough and Remote usability
testing.

There are three main inspection methods which are performed by UX experts.
Heuristic evaluation (Nielsen,1994) which is the most informal method which in-
volves having usability specialists judging whether each element follows established
usability principles mostly like the “heuristics”. Cognitive walkthrough (Rieman and
Lewis,1994) applies a more explicitly detailed procedure to simulate a user’s problem
solving process at each step, checking if the simulated user’s goals can be achieved
and then knew what is the next correct action. Pluralistic walkthrough (Bias, 1991)
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is meeting where users, developers, and human factors people step through a scenario,
discussing each element of the product.

Heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough have the interface inspected by a
single evaluator at a time. In contrast, pluralistic walkthroughs are group inspection
methods. I found remote environment make it difficult to arrange a physical meeting
with groups of people. Suppose we arrange a meeting online, it is indeed hard to
involve everyone in the discussion and keep it on the right way. This is why I choose
cognitive walkthrough which is easier to implement during this period. Additionally,
the principles Heuristic evaluation would follow to check like the “heuristics” is
normally not suitable for my product and the existing Internet environment. Also
usability experts who are not part of the development team and may fail to notice
some limitations or why certain design decisions were made.

The cognitive walkthrough aims to evaluate the ease with which users can perform
a task with little or no formal instructions or coaching. It usually includes examining
each action in the solution path and attempting to tell why the expected users would
choose that action (Rieman, 1994) .

Then I would discuss the reason why I chose remote usability testing. One study
(Hartson & Castillo, 1996) has demonstrated that remote usability testing yields
comparable results to a lab-based test of the same application, because it is more
like real mobile contexts when users may not have any specific and clear goals during
their free time in real life. Another experiment comparing traditional and remote
testing found that compared with traditional users, remote users identified more
usability problems (Molich & Bevan, 1998). It is performed by real users of the
product which can be combined with user inspection methods.

However, Bartek,V (2003) also defined some problems related to remote testing
as. well: it is unrealistic for all users to print out the task list as some may consider
it to be inconvenient and others may not have a printer. if they are not to print out
the task list, they would have to make a transition between screens when reading
and performing the tasks, resulting in an influence on task times. Thus, I chose to
remind users of next task to finish it when they have already finished one task.

Then what is the key factor of conducting a remote usability testing successfully?
It should follow the format of the procedures and protocols suggested by Rubin (Rubin,
1994). Participants were invited via e-mails and each of them got an individual
appointment. The test contained a pre- questionnaire including demographic data,
user behaviour, expectations and their basic human needs regarding web communities,
typical usability scenarios describing critical incidents and a short free exploration as
well as a retrospective questionnaire containing questions which need to be fulfilled.

While interacting with the product, participants were asked to “think aloud” in
order to gain a better understanding of user’s mental processes and emotions.

After the tasks, in terms of both tests, each user was asked to provide subjective
feedbacks about the Website. In the lab tests this survey was presented on paper,
while in the remote tests it was presented online. The survey consisted of the following
statements to which the users rated their level of agreement(Nielsen, 2000).
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3 Preliminary research
In order to define main functions of the platform and pain points of our users, firstly,
I conducted preliminary research before the prototype session. It took around 3
weeks and included three parts. First, I managed to conclude our design brief to
clarify the project goal. Seond, I conducted user interviews to better understand
activities and pain points of users and explore possible functions and scenarios. Third
I conducted benchmarking analysis to know about functions and workflow of the
existing products on the market.

3.1 Design brief
Methods: Our team of the company conducted brainstorming session in which we
wrote all the possible targets of the website and then sent it to the group chat and had
a discussion. The first one is a photo website where people could download photos for
commercial use after they pay for them. The second is a website where photographers
could post photos and discuss about them online. The last one is a webiste where
photographers could upload photos for discussion and receive commercial requests.
Then we five voted 0-5 for these three ideas from three aspects: the size of the final
market, the needed resources and the current competitors on the market. The last
one is voted as it got 13/15.

Conclusions: Based on our earlier discussions, we agreed on the final goal of
our project and main users. We aim to build a website where photographers can not
only feel a sense of community, but also receive commercial assignments.

As a user-centered project, it goes without saying that the priority is to identify
our users. It is clear that we have two main categories of users for the website,
photographers and customers who want to find photographers for photo shoots.

For photographers, we want to create a sense of community and motivate them
to be active on the website. So our users are either professional photographers who
could take photo shoot requests and enthusiasts who would like to improve themselves
and become more professional. What they really care about is the improvement of
their skills, the sense of community and money from the photo shoot request.

For individuals who are inclined to do photo shoots, they might want to hire
photographers for important events like weddings, trips or advertisements. Finding
a suitable photographer quickly is what they want.

3.2 User interviews
Methods: I chose to conduct semi-structured interviews as a method for conducting
qualitative research because you could get in-depth detail from the interviewee. First
you would prepare a list of questions based on what you want to learn from your
interviewees. Meanwhile, you can go deeper at your free will when you find something
interesting during the interview. For instance, you can ask participants to paint a
picture of what happened in a specific event, then tell us their perspective of such
an event.
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Then the first step is to choose suitable interviewees for our website. Our website
is to build a commercial platform for photographers. So I selected interviewees who
are professional or those enthusiasts who would like to be professional in the future.

I sent interview request to all photographers who cooperate with the company and
selected 6 interviewees of photographers based on different basic information(gender,
education background, professional experiences and frequently used websites).

P1, male, Vietnamese and now in southern finland, and has been a freelance
portrait photographer for 3 years.

P2, male and has reached a master degree in photographer and been a landscape
photographer for 4 years.

P3, male, Italian and has been a portrait freelancer photographer for 10 years.
P4, male, sweden and has been a video editor for 4 years and a freelancer

photographer for one year.
P5, female, chinese and has been a freelance portrait photographer since college

for 6 years.
P6, female, Swedish and has been a freelancer landscape photographer for 3 years.
The second step is to prepare a list of questions based on your own goal of the

interview. The main goal is to understand users and locate more user scenarios and
pain points. So a semi-structured interview with a rigorous set of questions which
bring up new ideas during the interview is preferred. There are totally 8 questions
which you could see in the appendix A and Questions 1-6 could help me know more
about how to create a sense of community while Questions 7-8 could inform you
more about the flow of people choosing a photographer.

Due to the remote environment, I choose to conduct around 30 minutes online
interviews via Zoom each and then make a recording for later analysis. First there is
a 5-10 minutes warm-up section which we talked mostly about daily life, how current
coronavirus situation affects you, all these help us get acquainted.

Analysis: Below I would list some quotes in the interview process which truly
light up my mind and help me understand them better.

P1, “I want to gain more exposure, to get more popular so that people could
know me better.”

P2, “If you see someone’s portfolio, you could tell easily this guy is good or not.
But if you just see an single photo, maybe they just make it because of luck, just a
lucky shoot.”

P3, “I care about If he has related experiences in photography area and reviews.
Maybe reviews from photographers is more important.”

P4, “Experiences. I probably want a community within other photographers and
in the future we could even organize events, meet-ups there.”

P5, “I want to meet different photographers to discuss content, colors, equipment
of different photos and get improved in this platform.”

P6, “I usually choose one photographer mostly based on his photos, websites,
reviews and relative experiences before.”

Overall all interviewees like to use INS as a platform to post their photos, which
mainly because it is a better way to advertise yourself and get more exposure when
you have more followers. So the platform should have the system where photographers
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with more followers would have more spaces in the main page to show their photos.
4/6 participants would choose to attend some local events or online competition
to improve their skills. It is better to have one section of our website to organize
regular events and competition to keep monthly activate units of the website high.
5/6 of them don’t like communities where there are lots of advertisements and paid
service. Thus, we won’t choose advertisement service for business in the first version
and come up with new business models. 5/6 agree on that there should be a system
to judge whether you have professional skills as a photographer in the platform.
Therefore, photographers should go through some tests to prove professional and
then are able to take photo shoots. 4/6 of them think photos are enough to prove
a professional photographer while 3/6 think experiences and comments from other
customers and photographers are also important. So it is necessary to provide enough
information of the photographer, for instance, their photos, customers comments,
previous experiences.

Conclusions: Based on the analysis of the recording, I found most of the infor-
mation could be categorized into three aspects.

The first aspect to be discussed is which kind of community photographers would
like to join. First the features of the platform should be stressed at the beginning,
for instance, the number of photographers or how many cities photographers are at.
Next there should be different kinds of photos in the homepage to attract more users
and a video or article to introduce all the services.

Creating a sense of community is of significant importance for the website as
well. Hot photos or photographers with more followers and awards should come top,
besides, competition with weekly assignments or workshops to discuss your photos is
a necessity.

Then what is the process of choosing a professional photographer: Frist we could
have one badge system where photographer could send their photos for us to check
whether the quality of them meet the demands. Customers would always use filter
or reviews to search for a specific photo first. Then they can choose to go to the
portfolio page of the author of the photo. Portfolio is more important than a single
photo. Reviews from other photographers and customers are also critical.

3.3 Benchmarking
Methods: The goal of competitor analysis is to know more about the existing similar
products on the market. Here the first step is to choose performance measures which
I concluded from the interview session: attractiveness of the platform, sense of
community of the platform and the flow of choosing a suitable photographer. The
next step is to establish a peer group so as to select several competitors for analysis.
Here I chose competitors based on two factors: the number of users of the community;
the relevance of its current service for us. Thus, we chose four main competitors,
Localgrapher, Meero, Snappr, Book a photographer. But they are totally commercial
websites which attach little importance to the sense of community. Therefore, I chose
four other competitors 500px, Flickr, Eyeem, Unplash which are photo websites and
a community of photographers. During the process, acted as an UX expert, I go
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through each aspect of main competitors we have chosen and then come up with
relative features and problems.

Analysis: For attractiveness of the platform, there is a video or article on the
homepage for all four platforms to show users what we are doing, different kinds
of photographers and their photos, how strong the community is, for example, its
ratings, photographers, destinations and partners. But Localgrapher introduces
there are only three steps for customers to book photographers which only focus
on the company aspect and are not attractive for photographers. Snappr enjoys
one more attractive title “The easiest and most affordable way to book a great
photographer” and a slogan “book in 2 minutes in three steps.” However, there is
nothing about photographers, making it a complete business website. Their specific
features are listed by Meero so as to attract photographers and business, but there
is no introduction of their service at all. When booking a photographer, two kinds
of different service for photographers are listed, but it is more user-friendly for those
who have already understood this service and who just lack a brief introduction of
the service.

To create a sense of community, photographers can upload photos, comment or
share photos and have their own portfolios in all platforms. However, in 500 PX,
you could attend a photography workshop and share equipment they are using for
different photos. For flickr, you can join different groups to discuss about photos
or equipment. In Eyeem, you can follow people to discover their photos and read
articles about sharing of stories and professional skills. In Unplash you can discover
more information about photos like equipment place or mood.

All competitors have different process of choosing photographers. The first
difference is you need to first choose business or personal goal in Snappr or Book
a photographer first and then choose the location. While in Localgrapher and
Meero you are supposed to choose the location first. The second difference is the
communication way after you filled in detailed information and sent request. In
localgrapher and Snappr you would be contacted in spam box on the website, and you
need to communicate with them through mailbox in Meero and Book a photographer.
The entire process is always the same: choose location-choose category-fill in your
personal detailed information-send your request.

Conclusions: Based on previous competitor analysis, the team came up with
some principles we could follow from three aspects: attractiveness of the platform,
how to create a sense of community, the process of choosing suitable photographers.

In order to attract more users to our platform and maintain them here, there
should be a brief introduction of our main service and list specific features listed
for photographers and customers from two perspectives. Also there should be a
direct link to order a suitable photographer without signing up and some explanation
about steps of ordering one photographer. Moreover, there should be emphasis on
its efficiency and convenience.

To endow our website with a sense of the community, photographers can upload
their photos, share or comment on different photos and have their own portfolio.
Also there would be regular workshops or competition are needed so as to create
atmosphere and help photographers improve their skills.
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In order to book a suitable photographer, users can directly see photographers
based on the date or location before choosing, then choose to start their order
in the landing page without signing up—directly see photographers based on the
date/location before choosing. The entire process is users choose location-choose
category-fill in their personal detailed information-send their request. After that,
they can choose to communicate with the photographers via emails.
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4 Design and Prototype
After reviewing findings and insights from related works, through benchmarking and
interview process, I started to make prototypes which could help me express my
ideas and get feedbacks from real users. At the beginning, I started the design and
prototyping phase simply by myself to build up an example to discuss with my team
at the company. After we all agreed on it, I started to present the idea to users so as
to iterate the design and generate new ideas.

4.1 Design process
Methods: In the first stage, my goal is to first express my idea first and then discuss
and verify it together with our team members (project manager and developers) as
well potential users(photographers). So first I chose the method sketch which is faster
and more iterative.

In the design process, I try to achieve these objectives which I concluded from
the earlier preliminary research before

(1) successfully login in as a photographer.
(2) receive photo shoots request and deal with it.
(3) apply for badges and then check your own badges.
(4) sign up for workshops and attend them on time.
(5) edit your own portfolio.
(6) successfully order a photo shoot.
Figure 1 shows the first version of the homepage, where users could directly choose

‘I am a photographer’ or ‘I run a business’ button at the beginning and then go to
two separate pages. Next there would be a video introducing our main service and
showing specific features of our platform. The final part is some photos of current
photographers and customer stories.

Figure 2 is the first version of the photographer page, there would be an introduc-
tion part in the header to attract different photographers to sign in. After it, there
would be a list of features of the platform and then is an introduction of different
services of the platform.

Figure 3 & Figure 4 is the sketch of the signing up and ordering process. For the
sign up process, related information should be filled – choose categories of photos
you prefer – choose services you want. For the order process, the step is to choose
location and time – choose the amount of money you are willing to pay – send your
request and wait for reply.
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Figure 1: sketch of the home page Figure 2: sketch of the photographer page

Figure 3: sketch of the sign up process Figure 4: sketch of the order process

Analysis: Sketch is an efficient way which could help me express my ideas and
enable our team to have an agreement. It is hard to present it to and get feedbacks
from potential users who don’t understand this service as it is not that understandable.
Additionally if we are to go deeper in each page, it is difficult to discuss it through
sketch as it is not what users will see at all. This is why I chose to use low-fidelity
prototype in the next phase.

Methods: For low-fidelity prototype, I started to use the online prototype tools
figma as it is easier to cooperate with the team and it has some comments remotely
on it. After agreeing on the main page of our website, I came to the second stage at
which my goal is to explore more details in each workflow and transfer high-level
design concepts into testable artifacts. The first and most important role of lo-fi
prototypes is to check and test functionality rather than the visual appearance of
the product.

Thus I made an interactive prototype in order to get feedback from potential users
without any guidance from me, moreover, it mainly focuses on several workflows I
mentioned before.(figure 5,6,7,8,9)
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Figure 5: Homepage1.0 Figure 6: Photographer
page1.0

Figure 7: business page1.0

Figure 8: photographer sign up page 1.0

Figure 9: order page 1.0

Analysis: I changed the sketch to the low-fidelity prototype which is more like
a real website and easy to discuss with the team. After discussing the low-fidelity
prototype with the project manager and photographers, I found out one important
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issue. In the remote environment, it is difficult for participants who don’t have any
UX background to understand it and finish the task. For instance, the user doesn’t
know which button is clickable without any color difference or feedback, whether the
square area means picture or just pure color. Especially when doing tasks remotely,
they would always feel confused without guidance from experts. For the next UX
evaluation part, participants need to evaluate prototypes and provide feedback by
themselves which means the prototype needs to be truly understandable. Thus, for
the evaluation part, I started to transfer low-fidelity prototype to high-fidelity one
which is more like real products for user testing with real users.

4.2 System architecture of the prototype
For the website, we have two different users: photographers and customers, each of
whom has separate workflow each.

For a photographer, his main workflow is: 1. come to the homepage 2.sign up for
the community 3.look for photos for inspiration 4.apply for badges 5.check photoshoot
requests and then deal with them 6.sign up for workshops and attend.

For a customer, his main workflow is: 1.come to the homepage 2.find one suitable
photographer 3.send photoshoot requests successfully.

For each kind of user, they would always come to homepage (Figure 10) which
introduces our main service and achievement we have reached, then users are directed
to two different main pages: photographers page and business page based on their
own roles. (Figure 11,12)

Figure 10: Homepage Figure 11: photographer
page

Figure 12: customer page
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For photographers, the homepage(figure 10) would direct them to the photographer
page (figure 11)where there is content about different features of this website and
some ‘sign up’ buttons in different areas. After clicking on any ‘sign up’ button, users
would go through sign up process (figure 13), fill in related information – choose
which kind of photo category they are good at – choose services they want from the
website – go to email to verify their account. Users would come to the photographer
main page where they could look for different photos and articles(figure 14 & 15)
after successfully signing up for the website.

Figure 13: photographer sign up

Figure 14: photos page Figure 15: article page

After signing up and coming to their own dashboard, photographers can go to
the personal center to check their current requests(figure 16), all the courses they
have already signed up(figure 17), all the activities they have joined (figure 18), all
the tasks in process necessary for different badges application(figure 19), edit their
portfolio like add or delete pictures(figure 20). It is like ‘me’ tab in almost each app.
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Photographers can change between different public sections in the navigation bar.
They can go to badge section to see requirements for different badges and then apply
(figure 21),or in workshop section to see the information of current workshops and
competitions online and then apply (figure 22), or in course section to see if there
are any course recently for improvement and then apply if they are interested (figure
23).

Figure 16: request
page

Figure 17: my
courses page

Figure 18: my activ-
ity page

Figure 19: my task
page

Figure 20: portfolio
page

Figure 21: badges
page

Figure 22: courses
page

Figure 23: activity
page
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For individuals, the homepage (figure 10) would direct them to the order page
(figure 12) with different kinds of photographers. When clicking on any ‘book’ button
of photographers, customers can start the process of ordering a suitable photographer,
choosing time and location – choose how much they would like to pay – send requests
and wait for the reply (figure 24). After successfully signing up, customers can go
to their personal section to wait for the response of the process (figure 25), check
different kinds of photos(figure 26), look for different kinds of photographers (figure
27),check any photo or photographer in their own collection page.

Figure 24: customer order process

Figure 25: your re-
quest page

Figure 26: your
photo page

Figure 27: your pho-
tographer page

Figure 28: your col-
lection page
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5 Evaluation process
Evaluation process is necessary as it can contribute to more usability issues and a
more user-friendly website. Our main goal is to find more issues and make our design
more user-friendly within our current resources. In remote environment, it is difficult
to explain and communicate with users through low-fidelity prototypes without
any visuals. This is why I chose user inspections for low-fidelity prototype because
UX experts can understand the content through it and high-fidelity prototype for
usability testing, which is more understandable for real users.

5.1 Cognitive walkthrough
Methods: Cognitive walkthrough (Rieman and Lewis,1994) applies a more explicitly
detailed procedure to simulate a user’s problem solving process at each step, checking
if the simulated user’s goals can be achieved and then knew what is the next correct
action. Here I chose cognitive walkthrough so as to find usability issues of the low-
fidelity prototype in the early phase as it is difficult to change the whole framework or
flow in the high-fidelity phase. The purpose of cognitive walkthrough is to evaluate
the ease with which users can perform a task with little or no formal instruction
or informal coaching. First I select people who has UX background to perform the
evaluation part.

Next, I would prepare the input to a cognitive walkthrough session, a detailed
design description of the user interface, a task scenario and the context of use, a
sequence of actions with which a user could successfully complete the task using the
design under evaluation.

Thus, the brief introduction of the project is: this is a website designed mainly
for people to order photoshoots of different photographers and also a community
for photographers. Photographers would like to use it when they want to check
or receive photoshoot requests or look for inspiration of photos or attend relative
workshops to improve themselves. While customers also would use the website when
they need photoshoots for personal or business purposes.

Based on the results of benchmarking and interviews, we select these representative
tasks:

Task 1 successfully login in as a photographer.
Task 2 receive photoshoots request and deal with it.
Task 3 apply for badges and then check your own badges.
Task 4 sign up for workshops and attend them on time.
Task 5 add one picture and then delete one in your own portfolio and

then upload a picture to the public.

Table 1: Tasks For Photographers

Task 1 successfully order a photoshoot

Table 2: Tasks For individuals
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Then I would ask participants to perform tasks and think aloud what was in
their mind. During the process, I would also obverse where they stopped and felt
confused about what to do.

Additionally, I would ask these four questions after finishing the task. 1.Will the
user try to achieve the right effect? 2.Will the user notice that the correct action is
available? 3.Will the user associate the correct action with the effect they are trying
to achieve? 4.If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is
being made towards solution of their task?

Analysis: The main goal is to verify the critical features of the interface that
provides links between the user’s task description and the correct action. So I will
find usability issues in each task and divide these problems into goal problems and
action problems.

In a goal problem, the user is trying to do the wrong thing which can be divided
into three categories: 1. Feedbacks. Will users see that they have made progress
towards some current goals; 2. Incomplete goals. Are there any current goals that
have not been accomplished and seemed appeared; 3. Subgoal issue. Does the user
see the subgoal next? So later I would divide any goal problem into Goal1, Goal2,
Goal3 based on it.

In an action problem, the user is trying to do the right thing but cannot figure
out how to do it. The right things can be divided into two categories: Availability. Is
it obvious that the correct action is a possible choice here; Wrong choices. Are there
other actions that might seem appropriate for the goal? So then I would divide any
action problem into Action1 and Action2 based on it.

Based on which problem experts went through during the process, I analyzed
different problems in each task.

Task1 Goal 2, Action 1
Task2 Goal 2, Action 1, Action 2
Task3 Goal 2, Goal 3, Action 2
Task4 Goal 1, Action 1
Task5 Action 2
Task6 Goal 2, Action 1

Table 3: Problems in each task

As for task1, users would have incomplete goals and they are not sure if current
task is finished without any feedbacks. It is also hard for users to notice which one
is clickable as some of them didn’t follow principles.

As for task 2, users will also feel confused if the task is finished without feedbacks.
Actions are not obvious there, leading to wrong choices made by users.

Users will feel confused about which task to finish next and whether the current
task is finished in Task 3. For task 4, users will feel confused about which task to
finish next and they are not sure which area is clickable.

Users will always make wrong actions which are not appropriate for the goal in
task 5. For task 6, users will not receive enough feedbacks after they finish each task
and they are not sure which area is clickable.
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Conclusions: Based on the problems I analysed in each problem and all the
answers from every expert, I conclude problems in each task and then come up with
related solutions.

In task1:

1. ‘I run a business’button is confusing which fails to follow affordance principle.
The solution is to change the text to ‘I want a photographer’ and adjust the font
size.

2. Users cannot know which step I am at the sign up process. The solution is to
have a navigation bar which shows the whole sign up process.

3. Users are not sure about if there is a skip option. The solution is to adjust the
button and front size.

4. Users are not sure about input area or drop-down area. The solution is to have a
related icon to show the function.

5. Users are confused about favourite subject or subjects which you are good at. The
solution is to change the text to ‘subjects which you are good at’.

6. Users are confused about the state of the button ‘next’. The solution is to make
the state of the button unclickable without related information.

In task2:

1. Users cannot tell the difference between three buttons of the middle ‘photoshoots’
‘activities’ ‘badges’and three buttons in the front page. The solution is to change
the navigation bar to the left side so that they can be different.

2. It is difficult to communicate with individuals in the current page. The solution
is to reorganize the contact flow, so that the photographer could only contact
individuals after accepting the requests.

3. The button ‘accept’and ‘contact’cannot follow the affordance principle. The
solution is to alter the background/text color of two buttons.

In task3:

1. The badge button is very confusing. The solution is to change the text as well as
the icon.

2. Users are not sure about the process of application for the badges. The solution
is to have a navigation bar which shows the whole sign up process.
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3. There are no feedbacks after applying for badges. The solution is to have some
animation effects or words after applying for badges.

4. It is difficult to revise our choices when we choose wrong badges. The solution is
to have a delete button in the ‘badges’ homepage.

In task4:

1. Users have no idea how to cancel events if something happens. The solution is to
have a delete button in the events homepage.

2. Users are confused about the button join and it can be replaced with plan to go.
The solution is to change the text to ‘plan to go’ to make it be understood easily.

3. Users are not sure if the picture/heart icon is clickable. The solution is to alter
the background color of the text.

In task5:

1. Users are confused about how to edit my description. The solution is to have a
button and instructions appeared after clicking the button.

2. There is no category filter after successfully uploading pictures. The solution is
that users could choose which category to upload when uploading pictures.

In task6:

1. Users are confused about if they could choose two dates or more. The solution is
to display a button and instructions after clicking the button.

2. There are no feedbacks after you have successfully book a photographer. The
solution is to add some feedbacks like animation effects.

Prototypes: Based on the issues and solutions I found through the walkthrough
process, I finally revised the below prototype.

I change the ‘I run a business’button ‘ to the ‘I want a photographer’ button and
increase its size in the homepage (figure 29).
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Figure 29: Homepage Figure 30: Photographer
page

Figure 31: Customer page

For the photographer sign up process, I added a navigation bar to show the
whole sign up process and increase the size of the font & button of the skip option.
Additionally I changed the text ‘your favorite subjects’ to ‘subjects which you are
good at’ to make it more clear and make the state of the button unclickable without
any information.

Figure 32: Photographer sign up page
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For the process of photographers dealing with requests, first I changed the
navigation bar to the left side to make it more clear. (figure 33) Then I altered the
background and text color of two buttons ‘accept’and ‘contact’ different. (figure 34)
Finally I decided to reorganize the contact flow, so that the photographer could only
contact individuals after accepting the requests. (figure 33 & 34 & 37)

Figure 33: request page Figure 34: request1 page Figure 35: request2 page

Figure 36: request3 page Figure 37: chat page

For the badges system, first I changed the text as well as the icon ‘badges’ to
make it clearer to users and increase the size of ‘add’ button (figure 38). Then I
added some animation effects or words after applying for badges to offer users more
feedbacks (figure 41).

Figure 38: badges page Figure 39: badges1 page
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Figure 40: badges2 page Figure 41: badges3 page

For the event system I added a delete button in the events homepage (figure 42)
and changed the text to ‘plan to go’ to make it to be understood easier (figure 45).
Then I changed the background color of the heart icon to make it looks clickable
(figure 43).

Figure 42: Events page Figure 43: Events1 page

Figure 44: Events2 page Figure 45: Events3 page

For the portfolio page, first I added a ‘upload your picture’ button and instructions
after clicking the button (figure 46) and then make users choice to choose which
category to upload when uploading pictures (figure 47).
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Figure 46: portfolio page Figure 47: upload picture page

For the customer request process, first I added some instructions that users can
choose two dates or more (figure 49) and added some feedbacks after they have
successfully book a photographer (figure 52).

Figure 48: customer
page

Figure 49: customer re-
quest1 page

Figure 50: customer re-
quest2 page

Figure 51: customer re-
quest3 page

Figure 52: customer re-
quest4 page
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5.2 Remote usability test
Methods: In the second phase I started to use remote usability test, making it
more applicable to find usability issues from the perspective of real users through
testing. First, I select participants who would be a realistic user of our website and
might have a similar background with the target user group-photographers. Thus,
participants of the testing are at least freelancer photographers whom I list as below.

P1, has been portrait and landscape photography freelancers for 8 years, wants
to be popular among the community.
P2, has been portrait photography freelancers since college for 5 years and
wants to acquire more professional skills.
P3, has been a landscape photography freelancer for 3 years who wants to get
improved and earn money.
P4, studied photography master degree at the university of Lincoln, has been a
landscape and events photographer for 5 years, wants to get more experience
and have more opportunities outside the Spain.
P5, has been a family portrait photography freelancer for 2 years, wants to
improve himself and earn money.
P6, has been a part-time landscape freelancer photographer for 7 years, would
like to get business opportunities and chances to learn from others.
P7, has been a part-time portrait freelancer photographer for 3 years, wants to
get chances to learn from others and become more professional.
P8, has been a photography freelancer for 4 years and wants to have more
business opportunities.

Table 4: Participants information

The usability testing part can be divided into qualitative and quantitative part.
For qualitative part, I gave users task scenarios and then asked them to perform task
one by one, usually using one or more specific user interfaces. While the participant
was doing each task, I would observe the participant’s behavior, listen for feedbacks
and encourage them to think aloud whatever is in their mind when they feel confused
during the process.

Task1: sign up as a photographer in the platform
Task2: apply professional badges
Task3: receive requests and then decide to reject or accept
Task4: look for new events and then attend
Task5: edit your portfolio and upload a new image
Task6: find one suitable photographer and then book

Then I used quantitative data collected in the testing part like task success, task
completion time, quantitative questionnaires to locate and verify usability issues of
the website.
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And then for the qualitative part, data needs to be fulfilled, momentary experiences
and emotions were collected via observation and open questions in interviews. After
the task, each user was asked to provide subjective feedbacks about the Website via
a short list of questions. Each statement was accompanied by a scale of -3 to +3,
ranging from "Strongly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree”.

1. This Web site is visually appealing.

2. It was easy to get around the site (moving from one page to another).

3. The information contained in this site is organized in a logical way.

4. Individual pages are well formatted.

5. The content of the Web site met my expectations.

6. I was able to complete my tasks in a reasonable amount of time.

7. Overall, the site is easy to use.

After that, I planned to have a discussion part when I would ask if participant
had issues in some areas like I noticed in the testing process and if these issues are
what I think. For instance, If users are stuck in the step click on the ‘apply’ button,
I would confirm if they are not sure where is the button or which ‘apply’ button is
clickable.

Analysis: Based on the analysis of the data in the table 5, we can see all the
participant can finish Task 1 which means there is no big issue in Task 1.

For task 5 and task 6, the success rate is 75% which means there exists some
minor issues but the whole structure is fine. While for task2 whose success rate is
25%, task3 whose success rate is 12.5%, task4 whose is 37.5%, most participant are
not able to finish them at all. Thus, we need to rethink the workflow or information
architecture to see where are the issues.

From the task completion time table, we can also see 7/8 participants would
need more than 90s to finish Task 2, 6/8 participants would need more than 90s to
finish Task 3, 6/8 participants would need more than 100s to finish Task 4. It means
participants would have usability issues in task2,3 and 4 which is consistent with our
conclusions in the previous success rate analysis. While all participants could finish
Task 1 within 60s, 6/8 participants could finish Task 5 within 60s, 7/8 participants
need more than 120s to finish Task 6. Compared with earlier analysis, there is one
difference is about Task 6. For success rate analysis, most participants are able to
finish it but here all of them would need more than 120s. When discussing it with
participants later, I found it is mainly because it is a big task with lots of steps which
really time-consuming.
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Task success Task Failure
Participant 1 1,4,6 2,3,5
Participant 2 1,5,6 2,3,4,
Participant 3 1,4,5 2,3,6
Participant 4 1,3 2,4,5,6
Participant 5 1,2,5,6 3,4
Participant 6 1,2,5,6 3,4
Participant 7 1,5,6 2,3,4
Participant 8 1,4,5,6 2,3

Table 5: Task success rate

Task Completion Time:

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6
Participant 1 40s 100s 100s 60s 90s 90s
Participant 2 60s 90s 90s 150s 30s 120s
Participant 3 50s 120s 90s 50s 50s 180s
Participant 4 60s 120s 60s 100s 80s 180s
Participant 5 45s 45s 90s 120s 60s 110s
Participant 6 60s 90s 80s 120s 30s 120s
Participant 7 45s 90s 90s 120s 30s 120s
Participant 8 50s 100s 100s 100s 40s 140s

Table 6: Task completion time

Then I will analyze qualitative data which is collected via a short list of questions
after the testing. We could see most participants agree that the website is visually
appealing and easy to get around. However, most give 2 or below for Q3 and Q4 as
they would think the information flow is a bit unorganized. Even though there would
be several low grades for Q5 and Q6 like 0 1, most participants give high grades for
them. Q5 is ‘the content of the Web site met my expectations’ while Q6 is ‘I was
able to complete my tasks in a reasonable amount of time.’ Thus, information flow
and content are the most important things need to be revised.

We could also see participant 6 give almost the lowest grades for each question
among all the participants. After asking him about it, It is because of his personal
attitude that he doesn’t like this kind of platform as he thought it was just to make
money from photographers.
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
Participant 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2
Participant 2 3 2 -1 1 3 3 2
Participant 3 2 2 2 1 0 2 2
Participant 4 3 2 2 2 3 3 3
Participant 5 1 2 2 2 3 1 1
Participant 6 2 2 -1 1 1 0 1
Participant 7 2 3 2 1 3 3 3
Participant 8 3 2 1 1 2 2 3

Table 7: Questionnaires grades

Then I would list some quotes from users to confirm and show where they had
problems which led their failure in finishing the task.

P1, ‘Don’t know how to join events’, ‘map mode button is not obvious’, ‘confused
about the color of yes and reject button.’

P2, ‘I am not sure about the function of badges and confused about new badges
and my badges.’

P3, ‘I don’t know how to go to portfolio page‘, ‘I am not sure about the meaning
and location of map mode. ‘

P4, ‘I am confused about the icon of my events and new events‘, ‘plan button is
a bit confusing, maybe join or participate is better.’

P5, ‘I am confused about the cancel button‘, ‘I am not sure about the meaning
of “+” button. ’

P6, ‘I am not sure about the function of badges‘, ‘I am confused about cancel
button and the page after clicking accept button. ’

P7, ‘the apply button is too small‘, ‘there is no feedbacks about the application
process at all. ’

P8, ‘I am not sure about the meaning and location of map mode‘, ‘I am confused
about the function of my events and new events. ’

Conclusions: Based on the analysis before, I realized I need to redesign the
whole workflow of apply professional badges(task2), receive requests, making deci-
sions(task3), look for new events and then attend(task4). As shown in the qualitative
analysis of the questionnaires, information flow and content are the most important
aspects of revising these three tasks. Then there exists no problem in the process of
signing up as a photographer(task1). For editing portfolio and booking a suitable
photographer, there are some minor issues like ‘apply’ button is too small to notice
which needs to be revised.

Thus, I changed the workflow of the badge system, all the badges users already
have will turn red while other badges in the application process will be gray (figure
53). If users would like to apply for a new badge, they will click on the ‘+’ button
and then go to ‘new badges’ page (figure 54). The badge icon indicates there are
different kinds of badges and pictures indicate which kind of badges they are. Thus,
I increased the size of ‘apply’ button which makes it easier for users to notice.
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Figure 53: my badges page Figure 54: new badges page Figure 55: request4 page

For the process of receiving requests and making decisions, I added one feedback
section(figure 55) which would give users feedbacks whether they have rejected the
request or not and then come to the request page again(figure 33). Also if users
choose to click on the ‘accept’ button, they would receive animation effects and then
go to the chat page(figure 37).

I reorganized the information architecture of my events (figure 56) and new events
page (figure 57). For the ‘my events’ page, I used the square card format which lists
less information but occupies fewer spaces. While for the new events page, I chose
the rectangle format which can display more information about each event. Thus, I
changed the ‘plan to go’ button to ‘join’ button (figure 58) which can be understood
by users more clearly.

Figure 56: events page Figure 57: events1 page
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Figure 58: events2 page Figure 59: events3 page

It is difficult for users to upload a new image to their portfolio mainly because
they will not notice the portfolio icon. Thus, I changed the entry of portfolio to the
users’ image which is more understandable (figure 61). For photographers’ portfolio
page, I increased the visibility of the “map mode” button which is easier for users to
notice. Then I reorganized the information of the profile page like ‘book’ button,
grades and name (figure 60).

Figure 60: information reorganization
page

Figure 61: new entry to profile
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6 Discussion
Figure 62 visualizes the whole design process of the thesis and different methods that
have been used. In the following, I would like to discuss each of the chosen methods
and their outcomes and my feedbacks of using these methods in the project.

Figure 62: the whole design process

User Interviews: To understand how photographers perceive photographer
communities and their expectation towards them, I conducted a semi-structured
interview based on the work of Paterson and Lindsay(2000) and its goal is to
elicit information when posing questions to the interviewee. Here I chose only 6
interviewees because I found the answers of the fifth and sixth interviewees started
to bear resemblance to the previous ones. Later I chose to use two different usability
test to make sure the UX of the platform. For future cases I would recommend to
find more participants for the interview even though their thoughts and answers are
similar.

Benchmarking analysis: Benchmarking analysis was a helpful tool of under-
standing the features and workflow of the existing similar platforms now on the
market. There would always be a gap between industrial and academic field. The
community needs to be revised a bit if it comes to the market. So the most effective
way is to look for similar products that are already on the market and compare some
aspects. I thus recommend the usage of this method as a preparation tool before
prototype session.

Sketch: Sketch was a useful tool in the early stage of prototype session as it can
help you express and visualize your ideas effectively. But I found it was a bit difficult to
communicate through your sketch especially in the remote environment, for instance,
video software with PM or developer who don’t have related design experiences
before. Reflecting on the process of this thesis, I would offer the recommendation on
using it to express general content of your idea with others and them come to late
prototype session.
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Wireframe: Through the wireframe phase, I defined a clear overview of the page
structure, layout, information architecture, user flow as it could always represent
the initial product concept while styling, color and graphics are kept to a minimum.
Here are some tips when using this method in the design process: It is better to
use real pictures or words as a symbol in the protype to help people understand the
content. Placeholder would make people confused and get lost in the page, therefore,
make the wireframe a bit interactive could help understand possible actions and the
whole information architecture.

High-fidelity prototype: The high-prototype prototype was helpful in making
participants behave naturally during the testing session as looks more like live
website/app to users. With styling and color, you could dive deep into a single
component (like the visibility of one button; navigation of the top bar or the whole
work flow) during user testing. This allows you to get detailed feedback on certain
elements of the design that would not be possible with wireframe. I would not
recommend it as a tool to express your ideas as it really time-consuming, while it is
a tool to get more detailed feedbacks during user testing.

Cognitive walkthrough: I chose the combination of two usability evaluation
methods since I was short of enough interviewees in the previous interview session.
Cognitive walkthrough is effective as UX experts would find usability issues with their
professional skills. The problem is that sometimes they might find some issues that
won’t exist for real users. So the key point is to find experts who could understand
your users better in the session. For the thesis, I chose UX experts who at least is a
photography enthusiast and could think from the perspective of photographers.

Remote usability test: Due to the effect of coronavirus situation, remote
usability testing becomes the only choice. But it is not a big problem because
remote usability testing is being used increasingly frequent due to resources shortage.
However it might be a bit difficult to communicate remotely, because you focus more
on user’s reaction during the test and encourage them to think aloud what is in their
mind.

Overall design process: Overall I mainly follow the framework M.L.Wong,
C.W.Khong, H. Thwaites(2012) addressed but has changed a bit, on the ground
that two concerned aspects:
1. Coronavirus situation makes everything happen online which would exert an

effect on the user profile, concept and evaluation section. It is more difficult to
communicate online through software and some methods need to be adjusted for
better communication. For instance, it is impossible to express your idea and do
iterative testing through paper prototypes. Thus I need to use more real pictures
and words in the wireframe for the benefit of understanding participants.

2. The limitation of time and resources is also an important aspect we need to
concern about. It means I should build the platform in a more effective way. So
I would basically choose to use more qualitative research and participants who
could represent real users. Since I cannot hire more participants for the interview
session, while I need to start anyway, I conducted two kinds of usability testing
sessions later to guarantee the UX of the platform.
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7 Conclusion
This thesis aims to explore how to design better novice user experience of closed
platforms and used an online community & commercial website as an example. The
research question is how to develop the design process of designing the remote &
start-up context effectively. So the new design process is more goal-based.

For the design process, I mainly followed three steps:

1. Through user interviews and benchmarking in the preliminary phase, I could come
up with possible functions and features of the platform.

2. With the prototype session (sketch, wireframe and high-fidelity), the main goal is
to express my idea and discuss it with the whole team and then get an agreement
on it.

3. In the evaluation session of the prototype with two different usability methods, I
aim to find usability issues as more as possible to make sure the user experience.

Additionally in each phase of the session, I aim to achieve my goal more effective
through the revision of methods.

In the interview session of the preliminary phase, when you found you cannot
get more insights or difficult advice from a new participant, it is time for you to
stop. There is no need to hire lots of participant for the interview session or make
analysis on the number of previous interviewees. For the benchmarking part, you
need to think about some aspects which is related to your business goal and make
comparison among several competitors.

For the prototype session, after using wireframe to reach an agreement on the
main function and workflow with the website, I quickly turned it to high-fidelity
prototype as it is easier to communicate and discuss with other team members who
don’t have any design or UX background. With some important workflow of pages,
it is better to make it a bit interactive to show how it would transfer among different
pages.

For the evaluation session, usability evaluation is more trustful than user experi-
ence evaluation as it is based on task performance and more subjective. Here I chose
to take two rounds tests with two different testing methods as it is hard to make sure
the UX within one test and several participants. In the remote testing environment,
it is of significant importance for a designer to keep participants focused on the task.
Sometimes you are not sure what the user is thinking about, so it is necessary to ask
and provide help.

Finally the design was finish within 2 months mainly by myself in a start up
context. The website was approved and praised by all the team members. It was
under implementation now and would be online soon in the future.

This research question could not be totally addressed within but could be answered
in this specific context. The period of implementation could be an interesting case
study regarding the context of startups and the remote environment. The contribution
of this thesis is to come up with a design process to build a close platform – online
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communities for photographers and commercial websites for customers as well. The
design process is more specific in two aspects. The first one is remote environment
which makes prototype tools limited and hard to communicate. The second is the
start-up context which means time and resources are limited. You could not hire
lots of interviewees for the interview or user testing session. You should find a more
efficient design process to ensure the UX.

Since the start of this thesis my work was based on my internship experience on a
start up, design outcomes and business aspects are the most important things I need
to consider for the company. Still, more time at the case company will be needed
to do more iteration cycles of the community after it really comes onto the market.
The design process still confronts the challenge of adaptation to different product
cycles and stages.
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A Interview questions with photographers
1. Which feature of one community would attract you to join in?

2. What would you like to get from the community?

3. What are the obstacles for you to refuse the community?

4. How would you evaluate one photographer? Just based on his/her photos?

5. What is important for the growth of novice photographers?

6. How would you increase your professional skills in your daily life?

7. Do you have taken photos for someone as a freelancer before? What is the process?

8. Besides from professional skills, what is also important for you to consider when
choosing photographers?
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B Key words from participants during the inter-
view

Participant 1:
“I want to gain more exposure, to get more popular and people could know me

better.”
“This is why we need this badge system. When they apply for it, we give them

instructions and ask them to send photos back to us. We would check the quality
of these photos and give your feedbacks. 10 following the rules and 10 with full
creativity. “

“The most important thing is that you should take lots of photos. Then you start
to compare and realise which one is good or bad”

“To be a professional photographer, you have to be on time and very communica-
tive and take on responsibility.”

Participant 2:
“ I enjoy youtube because people create and post things they like.”
“ If you see someone’s portfolio, you could easily see this guy is good or not. But

if you just see an single photo, maybe they just make it because of luck, just a lucky
shoot.”

“For me, photo is art. It depends on the moment. Sometimes you are sad, angry,
one certain feeling. Search for one certain feeling and motivation. “

Participant 3:
“I like INS because you have connection/network there, and you couldshare lots

of moments and have following followers.”
“ I want to get some tips on how to improve my photography skill. Some great

ideas and examples in the platform is preferred.”
“I care about If he has related experiences in photography area and reviews.

Maybe reviews from photographers is more important.”
Participant 4:
“Experiences. I probably want a community within other photographers and in

the future could even organize events, meet-ups.”
“I look at his image and see what type of photographer he is. Is he the category

I like? But it doesn’t mean he is not a good one, but just lack related experiences.
And I would offer some tips about how to approach different subjects better."

“The best way is to do so many different areas and explore. Comments is super
important for my growth to understand how other people see your work.”

Participant 5:
“I prefer INS from the perspective of photographers because you would be popular

if you pose photos which could attract people.”
“I want to meet different photographers to discuss content, colors, equipment of

different photos to get improved in this platform.”
“In order to get improved in photography, I would first get knowledge from

articles and books and then get some employed to take photos to get both money
and practice.”
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Participant 6:
“I want some tips on how to improve my skill and some ideas/examples about

what is good photos.”
“I evaluate one photographer mostly on his photo, how he create a feeling or

motion. Creativity is also an important perspective.”
“I usually choose one photographer mostly based on his photos, websites, reviews

and relative experiences before.”
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C Competitor Analysis

Features Problems
Localgrapher Direct form to fill in

to order your photo, in-
troduce three steps dur-
ing the process, testimoni-
als from customers, show
how strong the commu-
nity is(ratings, photogra-
phers, destinations, part-
ners), often booked occa-
sions/destinations.

Only focus on companies,
too many things to fill in
to choose photos, too many
words to explain the pro-
cess, The features of the
platform should be on the
top.

Meero Video to show what we
are doing, features to at-
tract photographers and
business; photoshoots of
different categories.

The videos is a bit long and
cover the whole screen; No
description of the features
of their service/product.

Snappr More attractive title “The
easiest and most afford-
able way to book a great
photographer”; slogan You
book in 2 minutes in three
steps” with real pictures;
different kinds of special-
ists and occasions.

It is one successful brand
so it could show how strong
it is; nothing about pho-
tographers and more like a
business website.

Booking a photographer Specially for people who
understand this service,
list two categories of the
service; hand-pick photog-
raphers of different styles
and their photos; the bot-
tom area would be for you
to apply.

More user-friendly for peo-
ple who have already un-
derstood this service; lack
a brief introduction of the
service; too many words
and texts; lack of content
to attract photographers.

Table C1: Attractiveness of the platform

How to create a sense of community of the platform
500PX: upload your photos and have your own portfolio; like or comment different

photos from different people; host a photography workshop with different people;
share equipments they are using for the photo; groups of different photographers
with style; ambassadors of photographers.

Flickr: pictures which you could like, comment and share; groups where there
are photos, discussions; different galleries with different photos; events among pho-
tographers.
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Eyeem: upload your photos and have your own portfolio; follow people to dis-
cover their photos; missions of different topics; articles about sharing of stories and
professional skills.

Unplash: Choose the category of photos in the navigation bar; follow people to
discover their photos; more information about photos(equipment, place, mood).
What is the flow of choosing a photographer

Localgrapher: choose the location—choose one photographer—fill in your personal
information—detailed information(time; style; communication way), then they would
get in contact with you in spam box.

Meero: could only request after choosing the address of photoshoot—choose certain
kind of products (12/22/32 photos for packages)—choose one suitable date/place—fill
in personal information—confirm and pay.

Snappr: choose personal or business goal in the first page—choose what do you
need to shoot(category); choose the location you want to shoot—enter your email
address—select how long your shoot will be (30min - 7h) —select which date you
would like to choose—confirm and pay.

Booking a photographer: direct link in the first banner page—choose business or
personal goal—choose location—choose among several photographers—fill in personal
information —then send request.
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D Pre-questionnaires
To help us to prepare our research and testing, please complete the questionnaires
within 3 days and return it. I guarantee the protection of your data meets the
requirements of data protection regulation.

a) Personal data
First name Last name
Country Age

b) What is your experience as a photographer?

c) Which kind of photographer platform would you like to use?

d) what is your expectations for the photographer platform?
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E Action sequences in remote testing
For photographers:

Task 1: “Press the ‘I am a photographer’ button” – “Press the ‘Sign up’ button”-
“fill in related information” – “Press the ‘next’ button”

Task 2: “Press the ‘login’ button” – “Press the ‘contact’ button” – “Press the
‘accept’ button”

Task 3: “Press the ‘Badges’ button in the menu” – “Press the ‘apply’ button” –
“Press the ‘submit’ button”

Task 4: “Press the ‘activities’ button in the menu” – “Press the ‘activities’ card”
– “Press the ‘join’ button”

Task 5: “Press the ‘portfolio’ button in the menu” – “Press the ‘upload an image’
card” – “Press the ‘upload’ button”

For individuals:
Task 6: “Press the ‘I want a photographer’ button” – “Press one ‘photographer’

card”- “fill in related information” – “Press the ‘next’ button”
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F Problems participants have in each task

Task1 Task2 Task3 Task4 Task5 Task6
Participant1 Goal2,

Goal3,
Action1

Goal2,
Goal3

Goal3,
Action2,
Action3

Goal1,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2 Goal1,
Goal2,
Action1

Participant2 Goal2,
Goal3,
Action1

Goal2,
Goal3

Goal2,
Goal3,
Action2

Goal1,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2,
Action1

Goal2,
Action1

Participant3 Goal2,
Goal3,
Action1

Goal2,
Action1

Goal2,
Goal3,
Action2

Goal1,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2,
Action1

Participant4 Goal2,
Goal3,
Action1

Goal2,
Action1,
Action3

Goal2,
Action2

Goal1,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2,
Action1

Goal2,
Action1

Participant5 Goal2,
Action1

Goal2,
Action1

Goal2,
Goal3,
Action2

Goal1,
Action1,
Action2

Goal2 Goal2

Table F1: Problems in each task
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G Qualitative feedbacks during the test
Participant1: Don’t know how to join events; map mode button is not obvious;
confused about the color of yes and reject button; don’t sure about the plan button.

Participant2: Want to see the feedbacks after successfully signing up; not sure
about the function of badges and confused about new badges and my badges; there
should be feedbacks after you reject requests; not sure about the “+” and plan button;
the “map mode” and “book” button is not visable; sending requests is not the last
step.

Participant3: Confused about the state and meaning of badges; confused about
the schedule section of the request; don’t know how to go to portfolio page; not sure
about the meaning and location of map mode.

Participant4: confused about my events and new events; plan button is a bit
confused, join or participate is better; don’t know how to go to portfolio page; the
“map mode” and “book” button is not visable.

Participant5: Confused about the cancel button; confused about the page after
clicking accept button; not sure about the meaing of “+” button; confused about my
events and new events.

Participant6: Lack of instructions and introductions, not sure about the function
of badges, something about the experience; confused about cancel button and the
page after clicking accept button; confused about my events and new events; plan
button doesn’t make sense.

Participant7: need more initial related background, pictures to showcase different
categories; confused about current badges and my badges; apply button is too small;
no feedbacks about the application process; map mode button should be more
obvious.

Participant8: Confused about and badges page; don’t know how to go to portfolio
page; not sure about the meaning and location of map mode. confused about my
events and new events.
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